
PICTOU ISLAND PORTAGE 
 
 
 
What does it mean to carry? In the most basic sense, the idea of the portage strikes up a 
familiar image of two hikers with a canoe atop their shoulders trampling through the bush. 
As they circumnavigate perilous obstacles, watch how their line is meandering but decisive, 
exploratory yet informed. Remove the canoe and what else is carried? Experience, 
perspective, language. Notice how their paths change according to each obstacle, the land 
responding to their feet, their feet responding to the land.  
 
The journey of the portage is not unlike a drawing in real time, a collaborative artwork 
amongst artists. In early summer 2014, Halifax-based artist and project curator Eryn Foster 
invited 6 contemporary artists from across the country to Pictou Island, a small island 
located just 4 nautical miles off the north shore of Nova Scotia. There, artists Aimée Henry 
Brown, Ursula Johnson, Barbara Lounder, Douglas Raymond Smarch, Jr., Michael 
Waterman and Sheilah Wilson portaged an item of significance across the island for one 
week in a walking-based artist residency. A resident photographer, Katherine Knight, 
expedition artist, Sarah Burwash, and this author, Mary MacDonald, documented the artists’ 
activity as well as related public workshops and events. The fourth edition of Foster’s New 
Canadian Pilgrimages, Pictou Island Portage continued the series’ interest in combining the 
practice of walking and the production of contemporary art.  
 
Strong throughout Pictou Island Portage was a genuine experience of community, the 
presence of labour in artistic process, and the question of contemporary art’s relationship to 
nature, to rural communities, and to audience. As outsiders and artists, participants had to 
build community from the ground up navigating an entirely new terrain. Fostering 
relationships with each other and islanders, these shared economies and the practice of 
generosity allowed artists to produce together and alone. Residents helped in many ways, 
offering artists a place to camp, a ride when necessary, or additional tools when the 
unexpected occurred. They were also at times audience members and active collaborators. 
The labour of walking across the island pushing, foraging, dragging, carrying, and raking 
revealed a very humbling and physical experience of artistic process. And finally, the lived in 
practice of a residency off-grid, challenged the traditional model in which we experience art, 
that is, within museums, academies, and in more urban environments.  

 
FERRY  |  RADIO  

 
We climb on board the Pictou Island ferry early in the morning at the Caribou wharf across 
from the island. For five dollars you can buy a return voyage. Everyone helps to load on 
groceries, bikes, and hiking bags. In some way this feels like our last point of contact with the 
world. In the old days, there was a mail boat that traversed the space between Pictou Island 
and the mainland providing communications by way of exhaustive manual labour for in the 



winter months, a handful of men would portage the boat up and over the ice, zigzagging 
their way to the shore. 

 
For his part in Pictou Island Portage, Michael Waterman brought his Mobile Pirate Radio 
(MPR) station to the island. In the same spirit of the laborious Pictou Island Mail Service, 
Waterman pushed the station across the 9.5 kilometer island each day. The station was 
capable of transmitting pre-recorded material (often a pirate or walking mix tape) as well as 
live interviews with passersby, fellow artists, or the artist himself. Neatly secured atop a bike 
trailer, the station’s antenna stretched up into the blue sky complete with pirate flag. The 
crunching of the gravel under its wheels – radio static - the music playing from its speakers at 
times the artists only encouragement to keep walking.  
 
Apparent in Waterman’s work was an interest in mapping the island through sonic 
representation. Fellow artists were encouraged to take a portable radio with them should they 
veer off the main road and away from the station to explore on their own. At other times the 
station’s only audience may have been the wild roses and the rabbits. We are playing to the 
plants. Listeners were encouraged to spread the word of the radio’s activity and report back 
should they pick up a signal. Transporting and transmitting, Waterman’s Mobile Pirate 
Radio operated for as long as its daily solar powered batteries would allow. What was 
produced was a sonic sense of place and a very different spatial experience of the island. 
 

ROAD  |  DRAWING 
 

Pictou Island is far from what one might consider a hub of contemporary art production. Its 
main road (and at times airport) stretches from the remains of one lighthouse to an 
unmanned signal light on the island’s east end. Today, few residents live year round on the 
island, which is mostly powered by solar, generators, and wind power. We are off the grid. In 
the summer cottagers, day-hikers, and fishermen visit the island. Residents take to offering 
visitors a ride in their dilapidated pick-up trucks down the dusty road where they visit the 
island’s public sites: a church, a community centre, a dance hall, and a public park.  
 
For Pictou Island Portage Sheilagh Wilson transformed a long staff of driftwood into a 
drawing tool. Pushing and dragging the mark-making device along the road, the artist left 
only temporary marks on the road, soon to be washed away by cars, other walkers, wind, and 
rain. At places of rest Wilson encircled the area with white chalk. In this way, Walk: Pause 
became as much about rest and recovery as it did about active marking. The linear 
experience of time gave way to spaces for reflection or mediation disrupting the overly logical 
experience of the road. These circles pointed to other possible experiences and knowledges 
about place, something that is perhaps still hidden and waiting to be discovered. 
 
Wilson’s work often explores the miraculous and the ephemeral. In her second project for 
the residency, Photographs from my feet walking Wilson’s collaborator was the landscape itself. 
Each morning she wrapped her feet with photography paper and walked on it throughout 
the day. Marks and light leaks made upon the paper revealed a literal photo of process, two 



images, left and right feet, were developed daily and washed in the ocean. Both projects were 
like two sides of the same coin, both questioning the value of making a mark versus the 
marks made upon the body.  
 

BEACH  |  GATHERING 
 
Prior to Pictou Island’s settlement by Scottish and Irish settlers the island was a frequent 
summer camp and stopping place for the Mi’kmaq community who would travel the 
Northumberland Straight towards Prince Edward Island. Since cultivated in the early 1800s, 
the landscape of Pictou Island (Kensenkuk) continues to remember its agricultural past. 
Cleared farmlands on the south side of the road are now swept with wild flowers, while the 
north side remains mostly wooded. Beaches in all four directions encircle the island. It is at 
these boundaries between beach and land that marshy areas of beach grass whip at your 
ankles.  
 
Eskasoni artist Ursula Johnson’s portaged object was a very practical one, a basket made for 
foraging her material of choice, sweet grass, that she completed on Pictou Island and carried 
with her throughout the week. Johnson, an interdisciplinary Mi’kmaq artist and descendant 
in a long history of basket-makers including her grandmother Caroline Gould, approached 
Pictou Island Portage as a gatherer and storyteller. With the utmost care and knowledge of the 
local plants she spent most of her residency’s days on the shorelines, veering off the main 
road in search of her material. Sweetgrass is flat on one side and smooth on the other. It doesn’t 
cut your fingers when you touch it. It takes a year to dry, but when ready can be used as a 
decorative element or braided into cord. In addition Johnson welcomed visitors to the East 
End beach with a shared meal of chopper’s bread, a meal similar to bannock and shared a 
traditional Mi’kmaq story at the last public gathering of the week at the Pictou Island 
community centre.  
 
Harvesting materials so directly from the land, the artist’s process is again drawn into view, 
underlining the very presence of physical labour. With such deep engagement with her 
materials, it was difficult at times during the residency to find out where the line between 
place ended and art began. Without gallery walls, there are less definitions to contain what 
artistic practice looks like, yet at the same time Pictou Island Portage feels entirely 
appropriate, humbling, honest, and real. Like a fine wine, the terroir of the land is an 
integral part of Johnson’s sculptural works, not added by way of language, but imbedded 
within its very fibers. 
 

LIGHTHOUSE  |  LIBRARY 
 
Pictou Island was once home to three lighthouses. Today unmanned range lights serve as the 
island’s sentinels. While the lighthouses beamed steadfastly, communicating their 
geographical location to passing ships, the keepers had few visitors and access to the outside 
world. These sites of communication were lonely jobs. Word arrived via the mail service and 



the keepers only entertainment a rotating portable library that was housed in a wooden 
suitcase.  
 
Engaging in practices of archival research, Aimée Henry Brown seeks to imbed historical 
content within contemporary printmaking, bookmedia, and visual art. Are we caught between 
analog and digital generations? With this in mind Brown re-constructed a portable lighthouse 
library that she portaged across Pictou Island on her back. Within its bright red shelves 
pamphlets and small book works about the islands lighthouses could be borrowed and gifted 
to island residents along the way. In addition, Brown visited the remains of the old 
lighthouses, and other public sites, sketching and collecting various natural materials (twigs, 
leaves, pebbles) to include in the daily shifting archive.  
 

CEMETARY  |  CARRY 
 
Walking along the main road a heavily wooded lane veers northward towards the Pioneer 
Cemetery. Here the bones of the old trees creak against one another where many of the 
island’s first Scottish settlers are buried. By sin and sorrow vexed no more, eternal happiness they 
share, who are not lost, but gone before. As a site of remembrance, the cemetery reminds those 
who visit of the weight of history, of experience, and the passage of time.  
 
Barbara Lounder’s interest in walking has been at the forefront of her practice for many 
years. For Pictou Island Portage, the artist carried a handcrafted yoke, based on a 19th century 
Black Loyalist design that she carved from yellow birch. Hanging the yoke about her neck, 
Lounder balanced various items between her shoulders: jugs of water, a notebook, and other 
daily essentials. Lounder was drawn to the history of the island, paying close attention to 
how the islanders lived both in the present day and in times past.  
 
The act of carrying of the yoke could be interpreted simply, as a daily chore, but perhaps 
more significantly as a reminder to pay attention to the balance, of how we make our way 
through life’s passage. What is carried and what is left behind? Stopping to observe, 
document, and collect phrases Lounder would later spend her evenings at camp sketching in 
a larger handmade book of white and black pages.  
 

 
WOODS  |  PATH-MAKING 

 
A mixed forest of spruce, fir, birch and maple dominate the north side of Pictou Island. 
With many of the residents properties keeping to the main road, the properties on the north 
side of the road back onto the forest.  
 
Douglas Raymond Smarch, Jr. arrived on Pictou Island with a bright green metal rake. 
Portaging this everyday tool, the artist met with local residents who might wish to have a 
foot path uncovered on their property. Once alone in the woods he set to freeing the trail 
from the woods, feeling it before him one step at a time. Pulling at deadfall with hands and 



rake, this kind of walking, specific to trail-making, is hard labour and hot and messy work. 
At the same time, its tactility offers instant gratification, and a meditative view about an 
engagement with material. In the end, the trail looped right back to where it began. 
  
Back at camp, Smarch pulls at some green twine and muses about the potentiality of 
materials. Everything can be an art activity. If this is true, than it is the economy of exchange, 
the spirit of generosity, and an openness to potentiality that allowed the path to be revealed, 
and for art to appear.  
 
 

CAMP  | COMMUNITY 
 
Back at base-camp the artists are settling down for a shared meal. Each one has taken their 
turn to cook for one another each night. Katherine Knight, the resident photographer is 
showing the artists some of the images she has captured throughout the day. She has been 
including small phrases in the images, names, and actions to help illuminate future viewers 
what has happened here. Sarah Burwash, the expedition artist is also busily recording the 
day’s happenings through small drawings in her journal.  
 
It is in this way that Pictou Island Portage is an important evolution in a series of 
contemporary art rural residencies. Unlike other events where set goals are pre-determined or 
artists are parachuted into communities, instead Foster created a structure in which artistic 
process, experimentation, play, and conviviality are at the fore. At times the island was the 
artist’s studio and gallery, at others, simply a road to conversation. As a temporary residency 
Pictou Island Portage transformed the island’s residents, fields, woods and shorelines into 
both active and passive collaborators. For it is in these mutable spaces and definitions that we 
may consider the role of art in everyday life, in the way that we walk, make marks, 
communicate, remember, and forge paths.  
 
 
- Mary MacDonald 
* forthcoming in publication for Pictou Island Portage project publication 


